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Preface
This year the 3rd International Conference on ENVIRONMENTAL and GEOLOGICAL SCIENCE and ENGINEERING (EG '10) was held at the Constantza Maritime University, Constantza, Romania, September 3-5, 2010. The conference remains faithful to its original idea of providing a platform to discuss geosciences and earth engineering, management and technology of energy systems, geology and environmental systems, environmental dynamics, meteorology, hydrology, geophysics, atmospheric physics, physical oceanography, global environmental change and ecosystems management, integrated ecosystems management, satellite applications in the environment, environmental restoration and ecological engineering, biodiversity conservation, pollution and monitoring, water supply and wastewater treatment, air pollution, solid waste management, modeling, simulation and optimization, impact, risk and life cycle assessment, environmental integrated management and policy making, advances in energy systems and sustainability, management and technology of energy systems etc. with participants from all over the world, both from academia and from industry.

Its success is reflected in the papers received, with participants coming from several countries, allowing a real multinational multicultural exchange of experiences and ideas.

The accepted papers of this conference are published in this Book that will be indexed by ISI. Please, check it: www.worldses.org/indexes as well as in the CD-ROM Proceedings. They will be also available in the E-Library of the WSEAS. The best papers will be also promoted in many Journals for further evaluation.

A Conference such as this can only succeed as a team effort, so the Editors want to thank the International Scientific Committee and the Reviewers for their excellent work in reviewing the papers as well as their invaluable input and advice.

The Editors
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Plenary Lecture 1

Turbidity Determination using Solar Broadband Models

Professor Elena Eftimie
Department of Product Design and Robotics
Transilvania University of Brasov
B-dul Eroilor, 29, 500036 Brasov
ROMANIA
E-mail: eftimiem@unitbv.ro

Abstract: Attenuation of solar irradiance is strongly dependent on conditions of the sky, cleanliness of the atmosphere, and composition of gaseous constituents. In a clean and dry atmospheric condition, solar irradiance is attenuated by permanent atmospheric constituents of air molecules, gases and ozone, whose contents are nearly invariable. Two additional attenuation processes, which are the absorption by water vapour and scattering by aerosol particles, take place in a real atmosphere. The additional attenuation caused by these two processes is known as being due to the turbidity of the atmosphere.

The complexity of phenomena involved in the attenuation processes causes difficulty in computation of solar irradiance reaching the earth’s surface, especially in certain climatic conditions. The study of atmospheric turbidity is important in meteorology, climatology and for atmospheric pollution monitoring. Information on solar irradiance on the earth’s surface is necessary for application of solar energy, for the determination of the amount of spectral global irradiance for the photovoltaic cells designing and for the selective absorbers for spectral thermal collectors.

The proposed study of the turbidity factor is carried out in order to develop a possible method for estimating solar radiation. In this paper, the turbidity factor is calculated for solar radiation data from Brasov with the intention of finding a variation model of this; all the conclusions are very useful in the development of a mathematical model of the solar radiation for the urban area of Brasov.

Atmospheric turbidity is an important parameter for assessing the air pollution in local areas, as well as being the main parameter controlling the attenuation of solar radiation reaching the Earth’s surface under cloudless sky conditions. The paper proposes a study of the Linke’s and Angstrom turbidity factors, calculated on the basis of the meteorological data recorded during three years, in Brasov urban area. The obtained results will be presented as comparative diagrams (variation of the monthly mean values depending on time).

The turbidity determination will be made using a few broadband models and the present study will present for every model proposed the necessary stages.

It must be mentioned that the technical literature does not offer very accurate values of the turbidity factors; besides, it does not take into consideration the geographical, climatic and urban conditions specific to Brasov area (for instance, according to specialised literature, the monthly mean values of the turbidity factor varies between 1.9 and 3.5).

Brief Biography of the Speaker:
Elena EFTIMIE is professor at the Department of Product Design and Robotics, from Transilvania University of Brasov (Romania). From November 2000 she is Doctor Engineer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) in the field of Mechanical Engineering; the title of the Ph.D. thesis: Researches concerning the functional performances of the safety intermittent automatic clutches. As academic positions, from October 2006 – present, she is Professor at “Transilvania” University of Brasov, Department of Product Design and Robotics; from October 2003 – September 2006: Senior Lecturer; from February 1999 – September 2003: Lecturer; from September 1995 – February 1999: Professor assistant; September 1992 - September 1995: Laboratory Instructor. Regarding her scientific activities, she authored or co-authored 107 scientific papers published in reviewed journals or presented at international conferences (58 scientific papers as first and single author, 41 scientific papers at international conferences, 31 scientific papers published abroad, 12 monographs, 5 as single author and 1 as first author, 25 research projects of which 2 as project manager). Concerning other activities there are mentioned: she was Teaching Professor, 6-17 July, at RESchool 2009, Technological Educational Institute of Crete, Chania, Greece and she is Vice-President of Brasov subsidiary: Romanian Association of Mechanical Transmission.
Plenary Lecture 2

Impact of Wastewater Slops in Mangalia Harbour Area

Professor Mariana Panaiteșcu
Constanta Maritime University
Environmental Department
ROMANIA
E-mail: marianapan@yahoo.com

Abstract: The human economical activities which are developed inside outside of Mangalia harbor areas affect physical and biological environmental parameters. There were monitoring small and big impure sources which are present in area Mangalia. The evaluation and establishment of maritime environmental pollution level and the negative impacts of Mangalia economical port activities were accomplished by monitoring systems. The point of monitoring was delimited from 28,560 E to 28,640 E latitude and 43,780 N to 43,840 N longitude. In this paper we present the evolutions of general indicators, like: the evolution of marine water transparency, the temperature of marine water, salinity, dissolved oxygen, and the evolutions of eutrofization indicators, like: total anorganic nitrogen, silicats, biochimical parameters, heavy metals, total hydrocarbons in period 2003-2008. In the final paper we present the national measurements which must applied to reduce the pollution in this harbor Mangalia areas and to resolve the critical problems for to harmonise sustainable strategies.

Brief Biography of the Speaker:
Panaiteșcu Mariana was born in Romania, Constanța, B.Sc. in Mechanical Engineering, specialization Hydraulic Machines, Bucharest Politehnica University, 1984.
PHD. Eng. In Hydraulics and Fluid Mechanics, Bucharest Politehnica University, 1997
Master Science in Environmental Economy and Management, Ecological University Bucharest, 2007
B.Sc. in Medicine, specialization Balneal Physiotherapy and Medical recover, Constanța Ovidius University, 2009
He is Full Professor at Department of Environmental Sciences, Electromechanical Faculty, Constant Maritime University.
She graduated different environmental courses: The principles of management, Control and quality management, human resources management, Harbour services management, Environmental port management, Training instructor, Building administrator, Naturist medicine.
She is certified TUV SUD GERMANY Environmental Internal Auditor ISO 14001 and TUV SUD GERMANY Quality Internal Auditor ISO 9001.
Occupational skills covered: Hydraulics and Hydraulic Machines engineer, Environmental and economical manager, VET Instructor for Emergency management, VET Instructor for Environmental management systems, Maritime Prevention Pollution Instructor course Mo6, Environmental management manager, physiotherapeut.
Research interests include Fluid mechanics, Computational Fluids flows, Water waste Treatment, Prevention soils pollution, Prevention Marine environmental pollution, Ecological Engineering, Health and Environmental.
She is Manager of Constanta Maritime University Environmental Integrated Management
She is Editor-in-Chief of the ECOZOOM, environmental Magazine of Constanta Maritime University
She was Reviewer for the 4th International Conference Maritime Transport 2009, Barcelona
She was Chairman of 13th Congress of International Maritime Association of the Mediterranean, 2009 Istanbul, Turkey
Dr. Panaiteșcu Mariana is member of Romanian Tensometry Association from 1997, member of SPERIN (Society for promotion of renewable, inexhaustible and new energies), from 1999, member IMAM, 2000, member of Scientific European Foundation, 2004, member of Romanian Society for Biochiemy and Molecular Biology, 2006, member of Romanian Environmental Association, 2009.
Abstract: The paper show the experimental data obtained by the Constanta Maritime University during 2 years in the field of sea waves and stream monitoring. The monitoring system was mounted at a sea petroleum platform. Valuable data for surface stream are obtained. In certain period, we find a interesting change of stream direction, with 180 degrees in a 10 hours time period. The real values obtained for stream direction, water temperature and sea waves amplitude and direction, was then imported as input data for a Personal Incident Simulator Control and Evaluation Sistem, for Oil Spill on Sea.
We consider a possible leakage from the submarine pipelines destruction by a tug anchor in maneuver. Then we start the simulation with these real values for the characteristics of the crude oil extracted. Multiple possible scenarios for the spill are presented, including authority responses using sea tugs equipped with booms and skimmers.

Brief Biography of the Speaker:
Panaitescu Fanel Viorel was born in Romania, Babadag, Tulcea, B.Sc. in Mechanical Engineering, specialization Hydraulic Machines, Bucharest Politehnica University, 1984. PHD. Eng. In Mechanics Engineering, Brasov Transilvania University, Renewable Energies-waves, 2000 Master Science in Environmental Economy and Management, Ecological University Bucharest, 2007 He is Assoc. Professor at Department of Environmental Sciences, Electromechanical Faculty, Constanta Maritime University. He is certified TUV SUD GERMANY Environmental Internal Auditor ISO 14001 and TUV SUD GERMANY Quality Internal Auditor ISO 9001 He is Technical and maritime juridical expert, construction and maintenance of ships. He is certified by Emergency situations simulator instructor TRANSAS, PISCES II and Naval mechanical instructor simulator KONSBERG, NORCONTROL He is Environmental management instructor and IMO course MO6 instructor for Prevention maritime pollution He is Director of Environmental department of Electromechanical Faculty, Constanta Maritime University. Research interests include Fluid mechanics, Renewable energies, Wastes management, Prevention Marine environmental pollution, Ecological Engineering. Dr. Assoc. PHD.Eng. Panaitescu Fanel Viorel is member of Romanian Tensometry Association from 1997, member of SPERIN( Society for promotion of renewable, inexhaustible and new energies), from 1999, member IMAM, 2000, member of Scientific European Foundation, 2004, member of Romanian Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, 2006, member of Romanian Environmental Association, 2009. He is Executive director of Foundation Ave Maria-NGO, from 1999. He is Executive Director of Ecozoom magazine of Maritime University Constanta in collaboration with Ave Maria Foundation.
Environmental Impact Assessment of Hazardous Industries and Application of Cleaner and Greener Technology

Dr. Vijayan Gurumurthy Iyer
Consultant, G.V.I. Technical Inspection Services
13/14 A, Tharachand Nagar Second Street
Virugambakkam, Chennai-600 092
INDIA
E-mail: vijayaniyergurumurthy@hotmail.com

Abstract: Environmental impact assessment (EIA) is a systematic study for identification and evaluation of potential impacts or effects of the proposed projects, programs, processes, plans, legislative actions relative to physical, chemical, biological, radio-active and socio-economic environment with respect to total environment. EIA Studies have been carried out in some hazardous industries and cleaner and greener production have been recommended. Cleaner technologies can be defined as technologies that can produce the same output of unclean technologies by causing less damage to the environment. Cleaner technologies as those that are less polluting, use resources in a sustainable manner, recycle more of their wastes and products and handle all residues in a more environmental acceptable way than the technologies for which they are substitutes. Greener technologies can be defined as technologies that can produce less output of unclean technologies by causing no damage to the environment. The need is to conserve the living planet with any rational approach. It is urgently required to deal with the issues that are closely related to our surroundings, and suggested techniques preferably with local resources and know-how, to make that more sensibly habitable. This article realizes the environmental impact assessment of some hazardous industries and emphasizes the need of cleaner and greener technology applications in order to reduce greenhouse emissions.

Brief Biography of the Speaker:
Dr. Vijayan Gurumurthy Iyer has obtained his Master's and Ph.D. degrees in Environmental Science and Engineering from Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad in the year 1997 and 2003 respectively. He was also a Post-Doctoral Fellow (2006) (2010) in World Scientific and Engineering Academy and Society (WSEAS), Athens, Greece and was honored during 17th July 2006, 30, June, 2010. The Yorker International University, Italy has awarded him with the honorary doctorate in Engineering on June 21st 2009 and 29th June, 2008 in two specific areas Eco-Systems and Ecology, Environmental Science and Mechanical Engineering respectively. He has submitted a draft copy of his proposed D.Sc. (Research) thesis to Jadavpur University, Kolkata, India on 09.12.2009. He has got about 26 years organizational experience in research, teaching, extension and industry out of which ten years at the level of Professor. He has demonstrated good academic excellence by way of contributing research articles published in refereed journals, books and proceedings, citation indexes, fellowships and memberships of professional bodies, biographies listed in international biographical references, reviewer journals, books proceedings. He has published more than 123 research publications of high quality. Out of which 42 publications in national and 80 publications in International level (29 papers in journals, 57 papers in the book chapters and 34 papers in the Conference Proceedings, one popular article in national daily, nine biographical inclusions and one patent. This including forty nine book chapters in a series of Reference Books and Textbooks were been published by WSEAS press. His research activities, publications and scholarly works of high standard has evidenced by inclusion in internationally recognized database. His one hundred fifty (150 numbers) documents have been documented in citation databases of peer-reviewed literatures namely MEDLINE, SCOPUS, ISI/SCI Web of Science etc. Out of 150 documents, there are thirty eight documents in national citation database and one hundred twelve documents are available in international citation database. He has more than thirty five awards / recognitions/certificates of appreciation to his credit.